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ABSTRACT Dynamic Ensemble Selection (DES) algorithms have obtained better performance in many
tasks compared to monolithic classifiers and static ensembles. However, it is reasonable to assume that no
DES algorithm is the optimal solution in different scenarios since diversity plays an important role. Thus,
this paper addresses this research gap by proposing a novel approach called Hardness-aware Oracle with
Dynamic Ensemble Selection (HaO-DES) that operates as a post-selection strategy, evaluating and selecting
the best DES techniques per instance. Each DES technique ensemble is evaluated using a newmeasure called
Hardness-aware Oracle (HaO). HaO extends the traditional Oracle concept by assessing a DES technique
based on how the classifiers in the selected ensemble work together, contrasting with the individual classifier
evaluation in the traditional assessment. We performed experiments over 30 databases, using three base
classifiers (Perceptron, Logistic Regression, and Naive Bayes) in homogeneous and heterogenous pools’
configurations, to assess HaO-DES with four DES approaches (KNORA-U, KNOP, DES-P, and META-
DES). We use three performance metrics to evaluate the experiments: accuracy, F-score, and Matthews
Correlation Coefficient (MCC). The results show that our approach outperforms or obtains similar results
against the four individual DES approaches, mainly when considering heterogeneous pool settings. We also
demonstrated the HaO-DES efficiency in choosing suitable DES techniques in different situations.

INDEX TERMS Dynamic ensemble selection, multiple classifier systems, oracle, hardness-aware oracle.

I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple Classifier Systems (MCS) have been developed as
a counterpoint to approaches that use individual classifiers,
aiming to use multiple classifiers to improve the effectiveness
of single classification systems. MCS is generally composed
of three [1] phases: generation, selection, and combination.

The generation phase is responsible for training the base
classifiers, thus creating a pool of classifiers. The classi-
fiers in the pool should preferably be complementary or
diverse, meaning they should disagree in their decisions.
The approaches developed for generating a pool of classi-
fiers use, for example, different distributions of the training
datasets, such as Bagging [2], as well as different models and
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variations in the parameters of the learning algorithms. Pools
formed using classifiers from the same learning algorithm
are called homogeneous. Pools formed by different learning
algorithms, such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), k-NN
(k-Nearest Neighbors), and Decision Tree (DT), are called
heterogeneous [3]. Heterogeneous ensembles tend to be more
diverse than homogeneous ones because of their different
mathematical formulations, which usually implies different
classification results [4].

The selection phase aims to find, within a pool, a classifier
or a subset of classifiers that are best suited for a given prob-
lem. This subset is called an ensemble. It can be either static
or dynamic. Static is when the same classifiers are selected for
the entire test set, and dynamic is when different classifiers
are selected for different test samples [5]. There are two types
of dynamic selection methods: Dynamic Classifier Selection
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(DCS), when only a classifier is selected, or Dynamic Ensem-
ble Selection (DES) when an ensemble is selected; the latter
is the focus of this research. Dynamic selection techniques
commonly use a criterion to guide the selection process,
including [1]: meta-learning (e.g., META-DES), accuracy
(e.g., Dynamic Ensemble Selection Performance (DES-P)),
and Oracle (e.g., K-Nearest Oracles Eliminate (KNORA-E)
and K-Nearest Oracles Union (KNORA-U)). The Oracle [6]
is a theoretical model that chooses a classifier for each query
sample if there is at least one classifier in the pool that can
correctly predict the query’s label. It means that this concept,
when applied to the selection phase, does not evaluate situ-
ations where few competent classifiers (i.e., classifiers that
correctly answer a sample query) are in the pool. Moreover,
Oracle’s evaluation is performed using global information,
whereas dynamic selection techniques should focus on local
information [7]. It is important to note that the selection
phase is not mandatory. For instance, Boosting and Random
subspace [8] methods do not apply the selection phase. The
last phase of an MCS is combination or integration. This
phase aims to combine all classifiers in the ensemble if more
than one classifier is chosen.

At present, the primary focus of research in DES is to
develop novel approaches for enhancing its phases, includ-
ing generation [9], selection [10], and combination [11].
Despite significant advancements, there is no guarantee that
a single DES technique can be applied to resolve all prob-
lems. This statement aligns with the statistical reasoning
behind MCS [12], which proposes that combining multi-
ple classifiers enhances the likelihood of discovering the
best solution for a given problem. Regarding the selec-
tion phase, research papers on Dynamic Ensemble Selection
usually focus on finding ways to select base classifiers.
However, the selection phase constructs an ensemble by
individually selecting multiple classifiers without attempting
to evaluate if the selected models perform well together or
not. Furthermore, research papers are not concerned with
assessing and selecting ensembles already generated by DES
techniques.

Our research regarding papers that proposes combining
multiple DES approaches found only one work by Elmi and
Eftekhari [10], where they presented theMulti-Layer Selector
(MLS). MLS applies a Bootstrap Sampling method in the
generation phase, as in Bagging. In the selection phase, MLS
works on multiple layers that employ DES methods to select
suitable classifiers and transmit them to the subsequent layer.
The DES methods are integrated within the MLS framework,
allowing for collaborative efforts and interaction to elimi-
nate unsuitable classifiers at each layer by combining the
selection phase criteria. In combination, the majority vote is
applied to integrate the selected classifiers. However, MLS
does not allow the evaluation of all ensembles generated by
DES methods since the selection evaluates one classifier at a
time. As per the author’s knowledge, the DES field still lacks
methodologies to evaluate the ensembles selected by a set of

DES techniques and investigate the benefits of pre-selected
ensembles in achieving improved performance.

Therefore, the present work addresses this research gap
in DES by proposing: ‘‘How can we evaluate and choose
ensembles selected from a set of different DES tech-
niques to improve the performance of these techniques used
individually?’’ To investigate this question, we propose a
novel approach called Hardness-aware Oracle with Dynamic
Ensemble Selection (HaO-DES). HaO-DES is based on the
assumption that different selection criteria can result in
diverse selected ensembles, and the optimal criteria for select-
ing an ensemble may vary depending on the instance. Our
proposal operates as a post-selection strategy that evaluates
and selects the technique from a set of DES defined by the
user, to generate more reliable predictions.

Additionally, our proposal helps by evaluating the whole
ensemble instead of each model separately, as DES tech-
niques usually work. Given the absence of a quantifiable
means to assess diverse ensembles chosen through a col-
lection of DES techniques, we present the concept of a
Hardness-aware Oracle (HaO). HaO represents a novel eval-
uation metric inspired by the Oracle. It enhances the original
oracle’s concept by analyzing not only the existence of a
single competent classifier but also the capacity of a DES
technique to find a significant number of such classifiers.

In summary, this paper presents two contributions to
the area of Dynamic Ensemble Selection, which are the
following:

1) A new method that works as a post-selection scheme
for dynamically selecting one ensemble from sev-
eral ensembles given a set of DES techniques using
Hardness-aware Oracle.

2) A novel metric to evaluate distinct ensembles selected
from a set of DES techniques called the Hardness-
aware Oracle (HaO), derived from the Oracle concept.
The HaO, presented in section Hardness-aware Ora-
cle, evaluates how good a DES technique is regarding
the number of competent classifiers selected.

The paper is organized as follows: Section Literature
Review discusses concepts related to MCS, especially DES,
and presents research using heterogeneous and homoge-
neous ensembles, section Hardness-aware Oracle presents
Hardness-aware Oracle, Section Hardness-aware Oracle
with Dynamic Ensemble Selection details the proposed
approach of this paper (HaO-DES), Section Experimen-
tal Methodology presents the experiments’ methodology
and Section Results and Discussion shows results. Finally,
Section Conclusion presents the final discussions of the
research, as well as possible directions for future works.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Multiple Classifier Systems (MCS) is a very active research
field that aims to improve classification performance based
on the assumption that using several classifiers may achieve
better results when compared to situations where only one
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classifier is used [13]. An MCS is usually developed in three
phases: (i) generation, where a pool of classifiers is generated;
(ii) selection, where a subset of the classifiers (ensemble)
created in the generation phase will be chosen; and (iii) inte-
gration, which aims to combine ensembles to classify a given
query sample.

In the generation phase, a pool of classifiers P =

{C1,C2, . . . ,Cm} with m classifiers C is created. Those
classifiers should be both diverse and accurate. Diversity
means that classifiers should not make the same prediction
mistakes. Such properties are important in order to cover
the feature space properly. Even been a key point in MCS
research, there is no formal definition to calculate diver-
sity between two classifiers. However, some measures have
been proposed to calculate diversity in a pool, such as [14]:
Q-statistic, disagreement measure, and double-fault measure.
Several approaches can be implemented to generate a pool,
such as [1]: different distributions of the training set, namely,
Bagging [2]; different parameters for the same base classifier,
e.g., variations in the number of neighbors in the k-Nearest
Neighbors (k-NN) or different base classifiers, called het-
erogeneous ensembles [3]. Heterogeneous ensembles tend to
be more diverse than homogeneous ones because of their
different mathematical formulations, which usually implies
different classification results [4]. We survey some research
that uses homogeneous and heterogeneous ensembles in its
generation phase to investigate which classifiers are used
and how the selection phase works. Table 1 presents the
acronyms of the classifiers used in research papers that were
not yet cited in this text. Information about works that use
homogeneous pools is presented in Table 2, and the works
that use heterogeneous pools are listed in Table 3.
In the second phase, selection, the objective is to a subset

of classifiers (P′ ⊆ P), also called an ensemble of classifiers.
There are two approaches: static and dynamic [1]. In the
static approach, a subset of the classifiers is chosen for all
test samples. In contrast, in the dynamic approach, called
Dynamic Ensemble Selection (DES), a subset of the pool
is chosen for each query sample. In dynamic selection, the
classifier selection is performed using some criteria, given the
pool created in the previous phase. Among the criteria found
in the literature, one can mention ranking (e.g. DSC-Rank);
Oracle, as is the case of KNORA-E, KNORA-U [5], and
K-Nearest Output Profile (KNOP); accuracy, such as DES
Performance (DES-P) [15]; and meta-learning [16], as is the
case of META-DES. The criteria presented are commonly
computed from the Region of Competence (RoC) denoted as
θxq , a fundamental concept for dynamic selection approaches.
RoC is a local region calculated for a query sample, such that
θxq = {x1, . . . , xk}, where k is the size of the ROC. It is usu-
ally obtained by applying k-NN or clustering methods on a
validation set (DSEL) or the training set itself. The last phase
in an MCS is integration, also called aggregation or combi-
nation, whose goal is to combine the classifiers selected in
the selection phase when more than one classifier is selected.

TABLE 1. List of classifiers and their respective acronyms used in the
heterogeneous ensemble research.

TABLE 2. Summary of information (year, base classifiers, and selection
methods) related to research papers on Multiple Classifier Systems using
homogeneous ensembles.

Examples of techniques from this phase are majority vote,
product rule, and sum rule [13].

Analyzing Tables 2 and 3, one can notice several types of
base classifiers used by the researchers. For the homogeneous
approaches, unstable classifiers are more common (e.g., DT
and Perceptron). In contrast, for the approaches using het-
erogeneous pools, we have linear (e.g., LR) and non-linear
(e.g., k-NN and SVM) classifiers. However, according to
the authors’ research, no study has examined heterogeneous
pools using exclusively simple algorithms with the following
characteristics: diversity and low computational cost, such as
NB, LR, and Perceptron.
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TABLE 3. Summary of information (year, base classifiers, and selection methods) related to research papers on Multiple Classifier Systems using
heterogeneous ensembles.

A. THE ORACLE
Kuncheva introduced the Oracle [6] as a conceptual model
that chooses a classifier capable of providing a correct
response to a query sample, given the presence of at least one
classifier that correctly classifies it. Because it is the perfect
selection model, the Oracle is regarded as a potential upper
limit for DCS techniques.

Although abstract, the Oracle finds practical application
in various phases of an MCS. For instance, the work [7]
proposes to apply Oracle’s concept in the generation phase
by iteratively generating hyperplanes, using Perceptrons,
to ensure that each instance in the training set is accu-
rately classified by at least one of the base classifiers in
the pool. The Oracle is also applied in the selection phase,
exemplified by KNORA-U and KNORA-E [5]. To illus-
trate the application of the Oracle concept in the selec-
tion phase using KNORA-U: given a query sample xq,
a pool P, and the RoC of xq defined as θxq , KNORA-U
selects the classifiers that correctly at least one samples
on θxq .

III. HARDNESS-AWARE ORACLE
In Multiple Classifier Systems, a classifier selection tech-
nique can be considered optimal if it can find the competent
classifiers if they exist (i.e., classifiers that correctly pre-
dict the instance presented to the system). As we discussed
before, in the context of DES, researchers are concerned
with proposing new methods to select ensembles by usually
calculating the Region of Competence (RoC) for a query
sample, then applying metrics such as accuracy or Oracle to
guide the process to each model in the pool, thus generating
an ensemble. Regarding the author’s knowledge, there is no
concern in evaluating the ensembles already generated by

DES techniques to find themost suitable one for a given query
sample.

Therefore, the Oracle [7] inspires us to propose a way
to evaluate those ensembles, called Hardness-aware Oracle
(HaO). However, Oracle is an abstract technique developed
to theoretically assess whether at least one competent clas-
sifier is in the pool to classify an instance. Therefore, when
the Oracle is applied as a criterion, the evaluation becomes
superficial since it is only focused on analyzing the presence
of a single competent classifier. For a more realistic analysis,
we propose a new look at the Oracle, which aims to assess
ensembles generated by a set of selections technique by eval-
uating the effectiveness of the dynamic selection algorithm
in selecting the highest number of competent classifiers with
the number of competent classifiers in the pool.

Hardness-aware Oracle is the ratio between the number of
competent classifiers selected by a DES technique and the
total classifiers selected by the same technique for each query
sample present in a data set. Given a pool (P), consisting of n
classifiers C , such that P = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cn}, given that P′x
is the ensemble of classifiers selected by a dynamic selection
technique for a query sample (x), such that P′x ⊆ P; given
that Ox is the set of competent classifiers related to the class
of x, predicted by DES techniques, present in pool P, such
that Ox ⊆ P, HaOx is defined by the following equation:

HaOx(P′x,Ox) =

∣∣P′x ∩ Ox
∣∣∣∣P′x∣∣ (1)

Exemplifying: given a pool P with 5 classifiers, such that
P = {C1,C2, . . . ,C5}; given that for a query sample x1, the
set of competent classifiers (Ox1 ) consists of 4 classifiers:∣∣Ox1

∣∣ = 4; given that a classifier selection technique returns
a set P′x1 with 4 classifiers,

∣∣P′x1 ∣∣ = 4, with 3 of them being
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competent,
∣∣P′x1 ∩ Ox1

∣∣ = 3, HaOx1 is calculated as follows:

HaOx1 (P
′
x1 ,Ox1 ) =

∣∣P′x1 ∩ Ox1

∣∣∣∣P′x1 ∣∣ =
3
4
= 0.75 (2)

However, if for the same query sample x1 and for the
same pool P, another classifier selection technique would
result in a set of classifiers P′′x1, with 4 competent classifiers,∣∣P′′x1 ∩ Ox1

∣∣ = 4, calculate HaO′x1 as:

HaO′x1 (P
′′
x1 ,Ox1 ) =

∣∣P′′x1 ∩ Ox1

∣∣∣∣P′′x1 ∣∣ =
4
4
= 1 (3)

Even if both techniques select some competent classifiers
for the presented query sample x1, as HaO′x1 (P

′
x1 ,Ox1 ) <

HaO′x1 (P
′′
x1 ,Ox1 ), the second selection technique, which

selects P′′x1 , is more effective at finding every one of them.

IV. HARDNESS-AWARE ORACLE WITH DYNAMIC
ENSEMBLE SELECTION
This section describes the new DES approach called
Hardness-aware Oracle with Dynamic Selection Ensemble
(HaO-DES). This approach proposes two novelties: (i) the
incorporation of several ensembles of classifiers, selected by
different dynamic ensemble selection techniques, and (ii) the
use of the Hardness-aware Oracle as a criterion to select the
best ensemble, among those generated by DES techniques,
aiming to find better results than using individual techniques.
HaO-DES is composed of three phases: (1) pool generation
and preparation of the DES techniques, (2) selection, and
(3) combination.

A. HaO-DES - PHASE 1: POOL GENERATION AND DES’
PREPARATION
This section describes the first phase of HaO-DES, which
aims to generate a pool of classifiers and prepare the DES
techniques. In order to create a more diverse pool, this phase
applies a Bootstrap Sampling (Stage 1.1) and then trains the
base classifiers (Stage 1.2). Following, all DES techniques are
initialized (Stage 1.3). The three stages are detailed below:

Stage 1.1: Bootstrap sampling. The idea of applying Boot-
strap Sampling, similar to the Bagging approach, is to gen-
erate diversity in the pools. For the dataset T , Bootstrap
sampling is applied, with the number of bootstraps set as
b, thus generating b new datasets. For example, applying
Bootstrap Sampling with b = 2, for the dataset T , two
training sets are generated, T 1 and T 2.
Stage 1.2: Pool generation. In this stage, each classifier

Ci, such that i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, where m is the number of
base classifiers, is trained using the training sets (bootstraps)
generated in Stage 1.1. For the approach proposed in this
paper, the classifiers should be heterogeneous. The sugges-
tion of heterogeneous classifiers for this stage is based on
their diversity. Various types of classifiers can be used in this
stage, including Perceptron, LR, and NB. The output of this
stage is the pool P = {C1

1 ,C2
1 , . . . ,Cb

m}, generated from the

FIGURE 1. The initial two stages to the pool generation phase of
HaO-DES. For the training set T , Bootstrap Sampling is applied,
generating b new bootstraps. Each bootstrap is used to train one of the m
base classifiers (C), thus forming the pool (P) with b × m classifiers.

training of each of the m classifiers using each bootstrap,
totaling a pool with b×m classifiers. The next stages perform
the dynamic ensemble selection and then the combination.
Stages 1.1 and 1.2 are represented in Fig. 1.

Stage 1.3: Initialization and preparation of DES tech-
niques. The goal of this stage is the initialization of
the user-defined dynamic ensemble selection approaches
(e.g., META-DES, KNORA-U, DES-P) in the DESset
set, containing n approaches, such that DESset =

{des1, des2, . . . , desn}, as well as their preparation. Each
technique in the DESset set is initialized from the pool, P,
and subsequently prepared given the DSEL validation data
set. It is important to choose DES techniques with distinct
selection criteria to increase the probability of selecting
different ensembles.

B. HaO-DES - PHASES 2 E 3: DYNAMIC SELECTION AND
COMBINATION
After the generation phase ends, Phase 2 begins, aiming to
obtain an optimal ensemble dynamically given a set of DES
techniques. Algorithm 1 summarizes how this phase works.
For a query sample (xq), a validation set (DSEL), a pool
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(P), and the set with Dynamic Ensemble Selection techniques
(DESset ), the four stages in Phase 2 are specified as follows:
Stage 2.1: Definition of the Region of Competence (θxq ).

Given the θxq and the validation set DSEL, the Region of
Competence (θxq ) is defined using k-NN or clustering meth-
ods. The RoC is used for generating the ensembles selected
by the DES techniques, and it is important to note that all DES
techniques use the same RoC.

Stage 2.2: Ensemble generation by DES techniques. This
stage’s goal is to generate n ensemble (Pn). (Pn) is chosen
from the dynamic selection phase of each DES technique
from the DESset for θxq .
Stage 2.3: Hardness-aware Oracle Calculation. This stage

performs the Hardness-aware Oracle (HaO) calculation for
each of the Pn ensembles selected in Stage 2.2. Since we do
not have the class label for xq, we assume that the output
class for xq is defined by the majority vote of the ensemble.
For example, if we have a binary classification problem and
an ensemble consisting of seven base classifiers denoted as
P′ = {C1, . . . ,C7}, selected using a specific DES technique,
and let yP′ = {0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1} represent the predictions of
the base classifiers for xq, the majority vote of the ensemble
would indicate class 1 as the answer. As stated in Stage
1.3, choosing DES techniques with different selection criteria
increases the probability of selecting distinct ensembles, and
hence, even with the same assumed class defined by the
majority vote, they can have different values of HaO. For the
query sample xq, pool P, and the ensemble Pn, the HaO is
calculated according to Eq. 1.
Stage 2.4: Ensemble Selection. This stage is responsible

for selecting the ensemble (Psel) that obtained the highest
HaO calculated in Stage 2.3.

After selecting the Psel , Phase 3 begins, responsible for
combining the classifiers intoPsel . Phase 3 consists of a single
stage, described below:

Stage 3.1: Combination. This stage aims to combine the
classifiers, if more than one has been selected, from the
ensemble Psel selected in Phase 2 to perform the classifica-
tion. Techniques such as majority vote or sum rule can be
proposed for this purpose.

V. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
This section describes the experimental methodology used
to compare the HaO-DES performance against individual
DES approaches available in the literature. The analysis is
conducted based on the Accuracy, F-score, and Matthews
Correlation Coefficient (MCC) performance metrics. The
experiments were implemented using Python 3.8.5, and com-
bined with libraries Scikit-learn 1.0.1 [31] machine learning
library and the DESlib 0.3 [32].

A. DATASET’S SETTINGS
Initially, the dataset T is split 50 % for training, 25 % for
DSEL, and 25 % for test. The split is stratified, meaning that
the proportions of the classes between training and testing

TABLE 4. Datasets’ description. The number of samples, dimensions
(Dim), classes, and Imbalance Ratio (IR).

are maintained. Then, we scaled the data using the Standard
Scaler (i.e., Z-score normalization). The experiments were
performed using 30 datasets from the UCI Machine Learn-
ing Repository [33], with different characteristics regarding
the numbers of samples, dimensions, classes, and Imbalance
Ratio (IR). The main characteristic of each dataset is pre-
sented in Table 4. The IR is calculated by the ratio between the
cardinalities of the more numerous class by the less numerous
one. We ran 30 experiment replications for each dataset,
changing the distribution of the sets (holdout) to obtain the
average values for the evaluated metrics.

B. HaO-DES’ SETTINGS
The following paragraphs present the settings we used for
Phases 1 and 3 of HaO-DES. Phase 2 does not require any
setting configuration.
• HaO-DES - Phase 1: in Stage 1.1, Bootstrap Sampling,
all the experiments used 100 bootstraps, similar to pre-
vious works in the literature [1], [5], [16]. For Stage 1.2,
Pool Generation, three base classifiers were chosen to
perform the experiments: Perceptron, Logistic Regres-
sion, and Naive Bayes. We choose those classifiers
because they have distinct mathematical foundations
and have a low computational cost [1], [11], [34]. Hence,
being an appropriate set of learning algorithms for
achieving a lightweight and diverse pool of classifiers.
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Algorithm 1 HaO-DES Selection
1: procedure HaO_DES_Selection(xq,DSEL,P,DESset )
2: HaOmax ← 0
3: Psel ← ∅
4: θxq ← calculate_ROC(xq,DSEL) ▷ (Stage 2.1)
5: for des in DESset do
6: P′← get_ensemble(des, θxq ) ▷ (Stage 2.2)
7: HaOdes← calculate_HaO(xq,P,P′) ▷ (Stage 2.3)
8: if HaOdes ≥ HaOmax then ▷ (Stage 2.4)
9: HaOmax ← HaOdes

10: Psel ← P′

11: end if
12: end for
13: return Psel

14: end procedure

As the research focuses not on optimizing each base
model’s hyperparameters, the default hyperparameters
values from scikit-learn were used. Thus, the classifier
pool (P) has 300 classifiers (3 baseline classifiers ×
100 bootstraps). In Stage 1.3, four DES approaches were
used: KNORA-U, KNOP, DES-P, and META-DES.
These approaches were chosen because they feature
distinct selection concepts (Oracle, accuracy, meta-
learning) and are among the best-performing techniques
according to a recent empirical study [1]. They were set
using the default hyperparameter configurations of the
DESlib 0.3 library. In order to make a fair comparison,
the DES techniques use the same pool of classifiers and
the same parameters for the base classifiers.

• HaO-DES - Phase 3: in Stage 3.1 (combination), major-
ity voting is used, as it is a classifier combination
approach widely used in the field.

C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRICS
Three metrics are used to evaluate the techniques: accu-
racy (Eq. 4), which, although it is not a metric capable of
effectively evaluating datasets that are imbalanced (i.e., high
IR), is commonly used in the evaluation of DES techniques;
F-score (Eq. 7) andMatthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC)
(Eq. 8), which are interesting evaluative tools for datasets
that have IR > 1, thus allowing a more precise evaluation of
the experiment. For binary datasets, the metrics are defined
according to the following equations:

Accuracy

=
TP+ TF

TP+ TF + FP+ FN
(4)

Precision

=
TP

TP+ FP
(5)

Recall

=
TP

FN + TP
(6)

TABLE 5. Relationship between a pair of classifiers.

TABLE 6. Evaluation of p-value result of applying the Friedman’s test for
the comparison of performance HaO-DES and four DES approaches
(KNOP, META-DES, DES-P, and KNORA-U), using three different base
classifiers (Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, and Perceptron) and three
performance metrics (Accuracy (acc), F-score and Matthews Correlation
Coefficient).

F-score

= 2×
Precision× Recall
Precision+ Recall

(7)

MCC

=
(TP× TN )− (FP× FN )

√
(TP+ FP)(TP+ FN )(TN + FP)+ (TN + FN )

(8)

where TP is True Positive, TN is True Negative, FP is False
Positive, and FN is False Negative. In cases of datasets with
multiple classes, the F − scoremicro is calculated (Eq. 11).
This requires Precisionmicro (Eq. 9) and Recallmicro (Eq. 10),
which are calculated individually for each classG, as follows:

Precisionmicro =

∑G
i=1 TPi∑G

i=1(TPi + FPi)
(9)

Recallmicro =

∑G
i=1 TPi∑G

i=1(FNi + TPi)
(10)
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TABLE 7. Evaluation of the average ranking, and p-value result of applying the paired Wilcoxon statistical test for the comparison of HaO-DES with four
DES techniques: KNOP, META-DES, DES-P, and KNORA-U (KNRU). The pool is composed of 300 LR as the base classifiers. Accuracy, F-score, and MCC are
evaluated.

TABLE 8. Evaluation of the average ranking, and p-value result of applying the paired Wilcoxon statistical test for the comparison of HaO-DES with four
DES techniques: KNOP, META-DES, DES-P, and KNORA-U (KNRU). The pool is composed of 300 NB as the base classifiers. Accuracy, F-score, and MCC are
evaluated.

TABLE 9. Evaluation of the average ranking, and p-value result of applying the paired Wilcoxon statistical test for the comparison of HaO-DES with four
DES techniques: KNOP, META-DES, DES-P, and KNORA-U (KNRU). The pool is composed of 100 Perceptrons as the base classifiers. Accuracy, F-score, and
MCC are evaluated.

F − scoremicro = 2×
Precisionmicro × Recallmicro
Precisionmicro + Recallmicro

(11)

While it is recognized that pairwise tests are generally
preferred over multiple comparisons, as mentioned in [35],
our objective is to present a range of viewpoints derived from
the same experiments. Thus, we have employed two statis-
tical analyses: the Wilcoxon signed ranks test for pairwise
comparisons and the post-hoc Nemenyi’s test for multiple
comparisons, as suggested by [36].

D. DIVERSITY MEASURES
Additionally, we assess the diversity within the generated
classifier pools using two measures [37]: disagreement (DIS)
and double-fault (DF). These measures, applied to a pair of
classifiers Ci and Ck based on the provided table of relation-
ships (Table 5), are computed as follows:

DISCk ,Cj =
N 10
+ N 01

N 11 + N 10 + N 01 + N 00 (12)

DFCk ,Cj =
N 00

N 11 + N 10 + N 01 + N 00 (13)

As those measures are pairwise diversity, we calculate an
average measure for all pairs of classifiers in order to achieve

a global metric using the following equation:

diversityaverage =
2

m(m− 1)

m−1∑
i=1

m∑
k=i+1

QCi,Ck (14)

where m is pool’s size, and QCi,Ck is a diversity pairwise
measure calculated for classifiers Ci and Ck .

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section shows the results and discussions related to HaO-
DES. We conducted experiments to evaluate four points.
The first one is the effectiveness of Hardness-aware Ora-
cle as a tool to select classifiers in homogeneous pools
(Section HaO-DES (homogeneous pools) analysis per-
formance) and heterogeneous pools (Section HaO-DES
(heterogeneous pools) analysis performance). Both exper-
iments compare our approach to four DES approaches:
KNORA-U, KNOP, DES-P, and META-DES. The second
point (Section Heterogeneous vs. homogeneous pools:
diversity) aims to evaluate the diversity in homogeneous and
heterogeneous pools by calculating two pairwise diversity
measures (disagreement and double-fault) in order to vali-
date if HaO-DES with homogeneous pools are more diverse
than HaO-DES with heterogeneous. The third point (Section
HaO-DES: homogeneous vs. heterogeneous analysis per-
formance) compares the two pools’ settings to analyze the
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FIGURE 2. Critical Difference Diagram for Nemenyi’s test for: a) accuracy, b) Matthews Correlation Coefficient, and c) F-score,
evaluating HaO-DES against four DES techniques: DES-P, KNOP, KNORA-U, and META-DES. All approaches use a pool of three base
classifiers (LR, NB, and Perceptron). The best approach is the one with the lowest rank.

FIGURE 3. Critical Difference Diagram for Nemenyi’s test for: a) Disagreement measure, and b) Double-fault measure, comparing HaO-DES
with a heterogeneous pool (HaO-DES-Het) and three HaO-DES configurations with a homogeneous pool: LR (HaO-DES-LR), NB
(HaO-DES-NB), and Perceptron (HaO-DES-PER).

impact a heterogeneous one has on the proposal. The fourth
point (Section Analyzing HaO-DES choices for DES tech-
niques) discusses the ability of HaO-DES to choose different
DES for different situations. All statistical tests are performed
with a confidence level of 95%. For multiple pairwise com-
parisons, we also performed the Bonferroni correction [35]
for the p-values of the pairwise comparisons.

A. HaO-DES (HOMOGENEOUS POOLS) ANALYSIS
PERFORMANCE
This section presents and discusses the performance of the
HaO-DES setup with homogeneous pools using three differ-
ent base classifiers: Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, and
Perceptron. HaO-DESwas compared to four DES approaches
(using the same pools): KNOP, META-DES, DES-P, and
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TABLE 10. Average accuracy evaluation comparing the HaO-DES approach to four DES techniques [16]: KNOP, META-DES (M-DES), DES-P, and KNORA-U
(KNRU). All approaches use a heterogeneous pool of three base classifiers (LR, NB, and Perceptron). The best result from each dataset is presented in
bold. The line (w/t/l) presents the number of wins, ties, and losses, and the ranking line presents the average ranking. The p-value(Wilcoxon) line
presents the result of applying the paired Wilcoxon statistical test.

KNORA-U (KNRU). We have first applied Friedman’s test
to asses if all the approaches (the four DES approaches and
HaO-DES) perform equally. Table 6 presents the results of
Friedman’s test.

Since all p-values results were less than 0.05, as shown in
Table 6, we can conclude that the methods do not perform
equally. Therefore, we have applied the Wilcoxon test to
evaluate if there is a pairwise statistical difference between
HaO-DES and the DES approaches. Experimental results
for each base classifier are presented in Tables 7, 8, and 9.
The tables show two results: the average ranking of the
approaches and the p-value of the result of applying the paired
Wilcoxon statistical test in comparison to the techniques with
HaO-DES.

Analyzing Tables 7, 8, and 9 when a pool of homogeneous
classifiers was used, HaO-DES obtained the lowest rank for
all the evaluated metrics and the three different types of base
classifiers compared to the other approaches. When assessing
the result of theWilcoxon test, HaO-DES outperforms KNOP
and KNORA-U on all metrics when the pool is composed of
LR or Perceptron and on accuracy and F-score when the pool
is composed of NB. Our approach obtained similar results
in the statistical evaluation regarding all configurations and

metrics compared to META-DES. HaO-DES outperforms
DES-P on all three metrics regarding the pool formed by
LR and obtains similar statistical results on other setups. In
brief, HaO-DES achieved better or equivalent results across
all three metrics compared to the approaches evaluated in all
homogeneous pool configurations.

B. HaO-DES (HETEROGENEOUS POOLS) ANALYSIS
PERFORMANCE
This section presents and discusses the performance of HaO-
DES using a heterogeneous pool of three base classifiers (LR,
NB, and Perceptron) compared to DES approaches (KNOP,
META-DES, DES-P, and KNORA-U) while using the same
HaO-DES base classifier configuration.

We have first applied Friedman’s test to asses if all the
approaches (the four DES approaches and HaO-DES) per-
form equally. Since all p-values results were less than 0.05 for
all three metrics (p-value = 0.008 for accuracy, p-value =
0.000 for F-score, and p-value = 0.007 for MCC), mean-
ing that the methods do not perform equally, we applied
the Wilcoxon test to evaluate if there is a pairwise statis-
tical difference between HaO-DES and the state-of-the-art
DES approaches. To perform the comparison, three metrics
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TABLE 11. Average MCC evaluation comparing the HaO-DES approach to four DES techniques [16]: KNOP, META-DES (M-DES), DES-P, and KNORA-U
(KNRU). All approaches use a heterogeneous pool of three base classifiers (LR, NB, and Perceptron). The best result from each dataset is presented in
bold. The line (w/t/l) presents the number of wins, ties, and losses, and the ranking line presents the average ranking. The p-value(Wilcoxon) line
presents the result of applying the paired Wilcoxon statistical test.

were used: (i) accuracy (Table 10), (ii) Matthews Correla-
tion Coefficient (Table 11), and (iii) F-score (Table 12). The
tables show the average value of the metrics related to each
dataset (rows) and approach used (columns), amount of wins,
ties, and losses (row w/t/l), average ranking, and p-value of
the result of applying the paired Wilcoxon statistical test. In
order to compare all approaches rankings across all databases,
we calculate Nemenyi’s test for paired samples [36], and
present the Critical Difference Diagram (CD) considering
accuracy (Fig. 2. a), MCC (Fig. 2.b), and F-score (Fig. 2.c).
Regarding the CD diagram interpretation, the approaches that
achieve lower ranks are considered more effective on the
chosen metric. Furthermore, techniques connected by a black
bar are deemed statistically equivalent.

Upon examining the accuracy results in Table 10, it can be
observed that HaO-DES outperforms META-DES (p-value =
0.000) and obtains similar statistical results with the other
approaches evaluating p-value from the Wilcoxon test. The
CD diagram in Fig. 2.a) shows similar results.

Evaluating MCC, Table 11 shows that HaO-DES out-
performs KNOP, META-DES, and KNORA-U approaches
according to Wilcoxon’s test and obtains similar statistical
results with DES-P. In addition, the MCC’s evaluation from
the CD diagram (Fig. 2.b) demonstrates HaO-DES outper-
forms KNORA-U and META-DES.

Analyzing the F-score results presented in Table 12, it is
evident that the HaO-DES approach demonstrates statistical
superiority over META-DES, KNORA-U, and KNOP when
considering the p-value for the pairwise comparisons. Fur-
thermore, the results are the same in the CD analysis depicted
in Fig. 2.c), HaO-DES outperformsMETA-DES,KNORA-U,
and KNOP.

Therefore by evaluating the three proposed metrics, HaO-
DES is effective compared to established techniques in the
literature on datasets with different settings, presenting itself
as a new alternative for Dynamic Ensemble Selection. It is
important to remember that no hyperparameter tuning was
performed on any algorithm. Had it been the case, the hyper-
parameters’ variations could change the results. Regarding
the proposal’s computational cost: because all DES tech-
niques share the same RoC definition, one of the bottlenecks
in DES approaches, the computational cost increase should
not be too significant.

C. HETEROGENEOUS VS. HOMOGENEOUS POOLS:
DIVERSITY
This section compares pool diversity generated in Phase 1.2
for homogeneous and heterogeneous pool settings. Diver-
sity was calculated using the disagreement and double-fault
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TABLE 12. Average F-score evaluation comparing the HaO-DES approach to four DES techniques [16]: KNOP, META-DES (M-DES), DES-P, and KNORA-U
(KNRU). All approaches use a heterogeneous pool of three base classifiers (LR, NB, and Perceptron). The best result from each dataset is presented in
bold. The line (w/t/l) presents the number of wins, ties, and losses, and the ranking line presents the average ranking. The p-value(Wilcoxon) line
presents the result of applying the paired Wilcoxon statistical test.

measures globally, as shown in Eq. 14. We have applied
Friedman’s test to asses if all the approaches (three HaO-DES
configurations using a homogeneous pool and one with the
heterogeneous settings) perform equally. Since all p-values
results were less than 0.05 (p-value = 0.000 for disagree-
ment and double-fault), meaning the methods do not perform
equally, we applied the Wilcoxon test to evaluate if there is
a significant statistical difference between them. The results
are presented in Table 13.

Regarding the results presented in Table 13, the config-
uration with heterogeneous pools is more diverse than the
approach with homogeneous pools in both metrics. Figures 3
a) and 3 b) show the CD diagram for the disagreement mea-
sure and the double-fault measure, respectively. The two CD
diagrams also demonstrate that the heterogeneous approach
is more diverse than the homogeneous one.

D. SECTION HaO-DES: HOMOGENEOUS VS.
HETEROGENEOUS ANALYSIS PERFORMANCE
This section compares the effectiveness of HaO-DES using a
heterogeneous pool (HaO-DES-Het) against three HaO-DES
settings of homogeneous pools: LR (HaO-DES-LR), NB
(HaO-DES-NB), and Perceptron (HaO-DES-Perceptron).

Comparing homogeneous and heterogeneous pools involves
evaluating the impact of the classifiers’ diversity on the per-
formance of HaO-DES.We have first applied Friedman’s test
to asses if all the approaches (the four HaO-DES configura-
tions) perform equally. Since all p-values results were less
than 0.05 for all three metrics (p-value = 0.000 for accuracy,
p-value = 0.004 for F-score, and p-value = 0.006 for MCC),
meaning the methods do not perform equally, we applied the
Wilcoxon test.

Table 14 presents a pairwise analysis and evaluates two
criteria: the average ranking of the approaches and the p-value
of the result of applying the paired Wilcoxon statistical test
for the evaluated approaches. The CD Diagram using the
Nemenyi’s test considering accuracy, MCC, and F-score are
presented in Fig. 4 a), b), and c), respectively.

The pairwise statistical analysis (Table 14) indicates that
most metrics and criteria evaluated show an advantage of
the heterogeneous pool over approaches that use homoge-
neous pools. The exceptions are when comparing HaO-DES-
Het with HaO-DES-LR based on accuracy and MCC and
HaO-DES-Het with HaO-DES-NB based on F-score and
MCC, where their performances were deemed statistically
equivalent. Nevertheless, the analysis of the CD diagram
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TABLE 13. Evaluation of the average ranking, and p-value of the result of applying the paired Wilcoxon statistical test for the comparison of HaO-DES
with a heterogenous pool (HET) against three configurations of homogeneous pools, HaO-DES-LR (LR), HaO-DES-NB (NB), and HaO-DES-Perceptron
(Perceptron). Disagreement measure and double-fault measure are evaluated.

FIGURE 4. Critical Difference Diagram for Nemenyi’s test for: a) accuracy, b) Matthews Correlation Coefficient, and c) F-score evaluating
HaO-DES with a heterogeneous pool (HaO-DES-Het) and three HaO-DES configurations with a homogeneous pool: NB (HaO-DES-NB), LR
(HaO-DES-LR), and Perceptron (HaO-DES-PER) and heterogeneous pools (HaO-DES-Het).

TABLE 14. Evaluation of the average ranking and p-value of the result of
applying the paired Wilcoxon statistical test for the comparison of
HaO-DES with a heterogenous pool (HET) against three configurations of
homogeneous pools, HaO-DES-LR (LR), HaO-DES-NB (NB), and
HaO-DES-Perceptron (Perceptron). Accuracy (ACC), F-score, and MCC are
evaluated.

(Fig. 4) indicates that HaO-DES-Het outperforms HaO-DES-
NB in both accuracy and MCC evaluation and outperforms
HaO-DES-PER on both MCC and F-score evaluation. In
contrast, there was no statistical difference for the other set-
tings of homogeneous pools. Such results suggest the ability
of Hardness-aware Oracle to evaluate the best ensembles,
especially when faced with the diversity generated by the

heterogeneous classifiers, as shown in the previous section.
The upcoming section discusses HaO-DES’ behavior results
in choosing diverse DES techniques.

E. ANALYZING HaO-DES CHOICES FOR DES TECHNIQUES
This last analysis aims to show the diversification of HaO-
DES when selecting different ensembles (Stage 2.5) for
different situations. We calculated howmany times (%) HaO-
DES selected the DES techniques for four datasets (Balance,
Cleveland, Led7digit, and Mammographic), and the results
are presented in Fig. 5.

Analyzing Fig. 5, we can see that HaO-DES selects dif-
ferent DES techniques for different situations, which can
explain the better performance of HaO-DES compared to
individual techniques in some datasets. META-DES is the
most chosen technique at least 50% of the time, followed by
DES-P. These results are unsurprising since they are the DES
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FIGURE 5. Frequency of DES approach choices made by HaO-DES in Stage 2.5 for four databases (balance, cleveland,
led7digit, and mammographic).

techniques with the best individual performance. However,
depending on the problem, KNORA-U and KNOP are also
chosen. This diversification of ensembles’ choices makes
HaO-DES effective on multiple datasets and improves per-
formance compared to the best individual techniques.

VII. CONCLUSION
This work presented Hardness-aware Oracle with Dynamic
Ensemble Selection (HaO-DES), a new Dynamic Ensemble
Selection framework that uses several DES approaches to
select different ensembles, and a new evaluation metric called
Hardness-aware Oracle, used as a guide to distinguish which
DES approaches selected the most appropriate ensemble.
To analyze our proposal, we analyze two scenarios using a
homogeneous and a heterogeneous pool. In both scenarios,
HaO-DES achieves better or similar results when evaluating
metrics such as accuracy, MCC, and F-score than the META-
DES, KNOP, KNORA-U, and DES-P approaches. However,
when using a more diverse pool, as in the case of het-
erogeneous scenarios, HaO-DES obtain better performance
than homogeneous ones, suggesting its efficiency in selecting
the best ensemble in this context. We also showed HaO-
DES’ capability to select appropriate DES techniques for

different situations. Even when using the selection phase for
all individual DES techniques, the computational cost is not
a problem for HaO-DES because the Region of Competence,
one of the bottlenecks in DES systems, is calculated only
once for all query samples. Future works should focus on
evaluating new classifiers and Dynamic Ensemble Selection
techniques, analyzing the impact of the Multi-view Learning
approach [38] on base classifier pool generation, and con-
ducting a mathematical analysis of our proposed approach.
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